Amyloid toxicity is independent of polypeptide sequence, length and chirality.
By using an amyloid sequence pattern, here we have identified putative six-residue amyloidogenic stretches in several relevant amyloid proteins. Hexapeptides synthesized on the bases of the sequence stretches matching the pattern have been shown to form amyloid fibrils in vitro. As larger pathological peptides such as A beta(1-42) do, these short amyloid peptides form heterogeneous mixtures of small aggregates that induce cell death in PC12 cells and primary hippocampal neurons. Toxic mixtures of small aggregates from these hexapeptides bind to cell membranes and can be further internalized, as also observed for natural amyloid proteins. In neurons, toxic aggregates obtained from the full length A beta(1-42) amyloid peptide or their amyloid stretch A beta(16-21) peptide preferentially localize in synapses, leading to the re-organization of the underlying actin cytoskeleton. This process does not involve stereospecific interactions between membrane and toxic species as D-sequences are as toxic as L ones, suggesting that is not receptor mediated. Based on these results, we propose here that regardless of polypeptide sequence, length and amino acid chirality, amyloid prefibrillar aggregates exert their cytotoxic effect through a common cell death mechanism related to a particular quaternary structure. The degree of toxicity of these species seems to depend, however, on cell membrane composition.